Empower your lab to thrive

Meet and exceed your needs with the Roche Core Laboratory Solution

The laboratory landscape is changing. With rising costs, decreasing reimbursement, and wide-spread uncertainty, long-term sustainability is at risk. Partnering with the right vendor, offering an integrated and holistic portfolio of solutions, will empower you to reclaim the confidence you need to thrive.

A more sustainable tomorrow starts today
Eliminate compromise. Embrace efficiency.

Roche Core Laboratory Solution is designed with integration in mind.

Build upon our industry-leading analytics, assays, automation and advanced data analytics. Roche’s expert consultants will help you to optimize your laboratory’s workflow while our extensive service and support team keeps your instruments working as hard as you do.

Designed to work together

Built from the ground up to efficiently address your unique needs:

- Standardize workflows to streamline processes
- Reduce complexity with intuitive designs

Transforming your data

Confidently navigate changing demands with unique, actionable insights:

- Drive more confident decision-making
- Leverage data to promote the value of the laboratory

Pioneering innovation

Push the standard of care forward with exceptional quality backed by continuous innovation:

- Improve quality and cost management
- Better inform patient care and business outcomes

Be tomorrow ready

Entrust your future to an innovative partner, dedicated to advancing healthcare and empowering your laboratory for the future.

Contact your representative to learn how Roche Core Laboratory Solution can support your long-term success.